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Cross-language information retrieval (CLIR) is an active sub-domain of information retrieval (IR).
Like IR, CLIR is centred upon the search for documents, and for information contained within
those documents. Unlike IR, CLIR must reconcile queries and documents which are written in
diﬀerent languages. The usual solution to this mismatch involves translating the query and/or
the documents before performing the search. Translation is therefore a pivotal activity for CLIR
engines. Over the last 15 years, the CLIR community has developed a wide range of techniques
and models supporting free text translation. This paper presents an overview of those techniques,
with a special emphasis on recent developments.
Categories and Subject Descriptors: A.1 [General Literature]: Introduction and survey; H.3.1
[Content Analysis and Indexing]: Dictionaries; Thesauruses; Linguistic Processing; I.2.7
[Natural Language Processing]: Machine translation; Text Analysis; Language Parsing and
Understanding
General Terms: Algorithms, Languages
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1.

INTRODUCTION

The World Wide Web is polyglot in nature. It expresses all human languages, it
speaks all dialects. By comparison, the average Web user is often a monoglot, restricted to just one native language, or a handful at best. This mismatch places a
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Fig. 1: Monolingual information retrieval

structural barrier between the user and swathes of globally available (yet linguistically impenetrable) information. One partial solution to this barrier is the development and progressive reﬁnement of cross-language information retrieval engines.
CLIR engines provide a mechanism through which information can be accessed1
regardless of the language in which it is authored.
A cross-language information retrieval engine is a specialisation of a traditional
information retrieval system. As illustrated in Figure 1,2 traditional IR assumes
the existence of a query (which expresses the user’s information need) and a set
of documents (known as a document collection or corpus). These components are
processed into internal representations suitable for eﬃcient comparison. The technique of deriving document representations from a corpus is known as indexing.
Indexing involves extracting terms, phrases and concepts from the collection and
recording this information in a format permitting rapid access. Query representations work in a very similar fashion, albeit on a much smaller scale. Using a variety
of diﬀerent approaches, these representations are subsequently compared to determine the ‘best ﬁt’. Documents that appear to match the query are then passed
to the user, usually in the form of a ranked list. At this point, the user is often
given an opportunity to respond to the subset of documents generated by his/her
query, providing feedback that can iteratively improve the results of their retrieval
operation.
1 The

CLIR community often replaces references to ‘information retrieval’ (i.e. the science of ﬁnding documents) with the more speciﬁc ‘information access’ (i.e., the science of ﬁnding documents
and rendering them usable) [Peters and Sheridan 2001]. In this article, we treat these two terms
as interchangeable.
2 Figures 1-4 reproduced from (or inspired by) ‘Best Practices in System-oriented and Useroriented Multilingual Information Access’, http://www.trebleclef.eu/getﬁle.php?id=254.
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Fig. 2: Cross-language information retrieval utilising query translation

By comparison, in cross-language information retrieval, there is a linguistic disparity between the queries that are submitted and the documents that are retrieved.
To resolve this disparity, CLIR engines are normally required to incorporate some
facility for language translation, an obvious requirement if query representations
and document representations are to be meaningfully compared. There are three
general approaches to translation that can be employed at this point:
(1) Translate the query representation to match the document representations (as
shown in Figure 2).
(2) Translate the document representations to match the query representation (as
shown in Figure 3).
(3) Translate the document and the query representations into a third language or
semantic space, which we will label dual translation (as shown in Figure 4).
Historically, the CLIR community has tended to favour query translation, probably because it oﬀers a computationally economical solution to the mis-match problem. However, document translation and dual translation are still very much live
research topics.
1.1 Scope of this paper
In this paper we survey the various translation techniques used in free-text crosslanguage information retrieval. The more limited ﬁeld known as controlled-vocabulary
ACM Journal Name, Vol. X, No. X, June 2011.
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Fig. 3: Cross-language information retrieval utilising document translation

CLIR (in which a searcher is restricted to a ﬁxed vocabulary relating to a constrained, multilingual domain) is not discussed, chieﬂy because it involves a set of
indexing and translation procedures that are simply not applicable to the modern
World Wide Web.3 Furthermore, although the label of ‘cross-language information retrieval’ covers many diverse tasks and services, this survey concentrates on
translation techniques as applied in ad hoc cross-language retrieval. This basic form of text retrieval remains the fundamental challenge for the ﬁeld, providing the
underlying foundation for all other CLIR applications [Peters and Sheridan 2001].
An exhaustive survey of cross-language information retrieval needs to cover a huge
range of topics (e.g., indexing, query analysis, results ﬁltering, feedback, language
resources). This survey is not intended to be an exhaustive study.4 Our goal is to
provide a straightforward guide to the translation techniques and models currently
used in CLIR.

3 [Oard

and Dorr 1996] provide an informative discussion of early controlled vocabulary CLIR
systems
4 Readers interested in the broader picture are directed towards the various outcomes of the TrebleCLEF project (http://www.trebleclef.eu/). For example, ‘Language Resources for Multilingual
Information Access’ (http://www.trebleclef.eu/getﬁle.php?id=255), which surveys various language resources and natural language processing tools.
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Fig. 4: Cross-language information retrieval utilising dual translation

1.2 Structure of the paper
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows - §2 provides a conceptual
overview of the cross-language retrieval process, with an emphasis on issues relating
to translation; §3 describes various methods which can be used to evaluate the
output of a translation system in the context of CLIR; §4 outlines a taxonomy
of translation models and techniques; §5-6 elaborate on this taxonomy (chieﬂy in
relation to query translation), providing commentary and notation; §7 examines
the subject of document translation; §8 concludes the survey with a look at the
future of the ﬁeld.
2.

A CONCEPTUAL OVERVIEW OF THE CLIR PROCESS

A translation-oriented cross-language information retrieval engine can be conceptualized as a framework containing a number of discrete modules. These modules
are serially connected, so that the output of one module constitutes the input to
the next (see Figure 5). There are four major modules in most CLIR engines, as
follows:
—A pre-translation module
—A translation module
—A post-translation module
—An information retrieval module
ACM Journal Name, Vol. X, No. X, June 2011.
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Fig. 5: CLIR - A conceptual framework

The following sections explain the purpose of each module in detail. Please note
that all references to the ‘source text’ in these sections encompass the query and/or
the document collection.
2.1 Pre-Translation Module
The pre-translation module is responsible for identifying, extracting and processing
suitable linguistic units present in the source text. This activity can be broken down
into four separate activities - tokenisation, stop word removal, stemming and term
expansion. We discuss each activity in turn.
2.1.1 Tokenisation. Tokenisation is an attempt to recognise and isolate the various linguistic units present in the source text. The two main tokenisation procedures, which are very similar in computational terms, are word segmentation and
decompounding. Segmentation is typically applied to Eastern Asian languages,
while decompounding is usually reserved for agglutinative languages common to
Europe.
Word segmentation is simply the process of separating the constituent terms
in the text. This is relatively simple for languages that indicate explicit word
boundaries using white space (e.g., English, French), but very diﬃcult for languages
in which terms are concatenated with adjacent terms (e.g., Chinese, Japanese).
Queries and documents that belong to the latter group of languages usually require
sophisticated segmentation tools. One approach to segmentation uses a maximal
matching algorithm to identify potential segmented terms using a list of known
ACM Journal Name, Vol. X, No. X, June 2011.
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words.5 Obviously this approach will fail if the potential segmented terms are
not contained in the lexicon. Alternative approaches that match single characters
(unigrams), pairs of characters (bigrams) or combinations of the two have been
documented [Nie and Ren 1999; Shi et al. 2007; Kwok and Grunfeld 1996; McNamee
and Mayﬁeld 2004a].
Certain languages (e.g., German, Dutch, Russian) are rich in compound words
(e.g., the German for substitute coﬀee, ‘der Kaﬀee-Ersatz’, is compounded to ‘der
Kaﬀeeersatz’). Unless a CLIR engine decompounds (separates) these words before
translating the source text, retrieval eﬀectiveness is likely to suﬀer. A representative decompounding algorithm can be found in [Chen 2002]. In that paper, the
authors used a monolingual dictionary containing uncompounded German words
in various forms. Text was segmented into the minimal number of words present
in this base dictionary. If the algorithm found two (or more) possible decompositions of the same chunk of text, it would select the alternative with the highest
probability, with probability values generated using corpus frequency analysis. The
authors found that decompounding led to signiﬁcantly better results when using
German and Dutch document collections [Chen 2002]. Positive results were also
demonstrated in [Hollink et al. 2004; Braschler and Ripplinger 2004] and [Alfonseca
et al. 2008], where the authors used text extracted from Web anchors to improve
the decompounding of various European languages. The combinatorial behaviour
of compounds in the setting of cross-lingual retrieval was explored by [Hedlund
2002].
2.1.2 Stop Word Removal. Stop word removal is possibly the simplest natural
language processing (NLP) technique used in cross-language information retrieval.
Prepositions, articles, pronouns, conjunctions, common verbs and non-signiﬁcant
words are usually removed from the source text before it is translated. Removal
of these terms is typically implemented using a stop word list. General guidelines
for the production of these lists can be found in [Fox 1989]. Stop word lists for a
number of major world languages have been developed and are freely available to
CLIR researchers. Most approaches to translation in the context of CLIR, with the
notable exception of machine translation (MT), incorporate stop word ﬁltering.
2.1.3 Stemming. Stemming is the process of removing inﬂectional and derivational aﬃxes. The output of this process is a word stem, which may or may not
be a meaningful word. The technique of stemming was originally developed for
monolingual IR. In that context, stemming is generally acknowledged as a tool for
improving the eﬀectiveness of a search engine because it tends to produce more
potentially relevant documents [Hull 1996; Melucci and Orio 2003; Savoy 2007;
Fautsch and Savoy 2009]. Early stemming algorithms were designed for the English language. Following their success, stemmers were developed for a number of
other major world languages.
Stemmers can be divided into two distinct types. The ﬁrst type is the rulebased stemmer. Rule-based stemmers capture language speciﬁc word-formation
rules [Porter 1980]. Their development tends to be expensive, usually requiring an
expert in linguistics. Various attempts have been made to automate this formalisa5A

example of this type of segmenting tool can be found at http://www.mandarintools.com/
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tion process by designing systems capable of automatically learning morphological
transformation rules. For example, Snajder et al. [2008] developed a method to
automatically acquire inﬂection rules for the Croatian language, and Moreau et al.
[2007] described a similar system which used an analogy-based learning method to
automatically detect morphological variants within documents. Majumder et al.
[2007] proposed a corpus-based stemming algorithm based on string distance measurements and lexicon clustering.
The second type of stemmer is the statistical stemmer. This type of stemmer
uses a variety of statistical methods to infer the word formation rules of a particular
language [Oard et al. 2000; Melucci and Orio 2003; Bacchin et al. 2005]. Statistical
stemmers have been shown to perform well in certain languages, but usually struggle
with compound-rich lexicons (e.g., German, Dutch).
There is an alternative to stemming which is known as lemmatisation (i.e., the
algorithmic process of determining the lemma, or canonical form, for a given term). This process involves applying a lexical-based stemmer, or lemmatiser, to each
term in the source text. The main diﬀerence between a lemmatiser and a traditional stemming algorithm is that the former reduces a term to its base lexical form.
Although this sounds quite promising in principle, the actual application of lemmatisers has produced mediocre results at best [Hollink et al. 2004]. These results
are undoubtedly related to the complexity of the lemmatisation task. Reducing a
term to its lemma can be a complicated operation requiring contextual knowledge,
part-of-speech (POS) information and knowledge of the target grammar. For this
reason, lemmatisers for languages poor in linguistic resources have been hard to
acquire (although see [Loponen and Järvelin 2010]).
2.1.4 Term Expansion. Expansion occurs when additional terms are added to
the source text to improve its quality, expressiveness or discriminatory power. A
number of diﬀerent expansion techniques have been described in the IR & CLIR
literature. One common technique employs a machine readable thesaurus to locate
expansion terms in lists of synonyms. Other approaches extract expansion terms
from large collections of documents. A classic technique in this category is known
as pseudo-relevance feedback (PRF) [Baeza-Yates and Ribeiro-Neto 2008]. In the
(pre-translation) CLIR variant of PRF, the source text is used to search a document collection written in the same language. High weighted terms then extracted
from the top n documents returned by this search (which are assumed to be relevant) and added to the source text, which is then optionally re-weighted [Rocchio
1971]. Subsequently, this expanded source text can be translated using any of the
techniques discussed in §5-6.
2.2

Translation Module

The translation module is the core of the CLIR process chain. As a rule, this
module will employ one of two general approaches to translation, namely:
(1) Direct translation
(2) Indirect translation
Furthermore, as mentioned previously, the translation module can operate in one
of three modes:
ACM Journal Name, Vol. X, No. X, June 2011.
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query translation. The query is translated into the language in which the document collection is written.
document translation. At indexing time, the documents are translated into the
same language as the query.
dual translation. Both the query and the document collection are translated into
a third language (or semantic space) to enable comparison.
The relationship between these two general approaches to translation, and the
three modes in which translation can operate, are explored at length in §5-6.
2.3 Post-Translation Module
The purpose of the post-translation module is to shape the output of the translation
module into the ﬁnal product. This process may involve expanding the translated
text or re-weighting individual terms. Post-translation term expansion mirrors the
procedure used for pre-translation term expansion, but expands the translated text
using terms extracted from top ranked documents retrieved from the target or
reference corpus [Singhal and Pereira 1999]. Post-translation query expansion is a
very popular technique. Post-translation document expansion is still somewhat of
a theoretical backwater, with little to demonstrate in the way of positive results
[Levow and Oard 2000].
2.3.1 Evaluation of Pre- and Post-Translation Expansion. The relative merits
of query expansion are a matter of some dispute. In [Ballesteros and Croft 1997]
the authors championed the use of pre- and post-translation query expansion via
PRF, reporting a signiﬁcant increase in CLIR engine eﬀectiveness over unexpanded
queries, and better results for dual- versus single expansion. However, later work
by Gey and Chen, which summarised experiments reported in TREC-9, revealed
a disconcerting lack of consistency in the results obtained in PRF experiments.
One paper reported a 42% improvement in eﬀectiveness when using PRF, while a
second described a result actually inferior to unexpanded queries [Gey and Chen
1998]. McNamee and Mayﬁeld [2002] supported the ﬁnding in [Ballesteros and
Croft 1997], although they did question the relative contributions of each expansion stage. In their study, pre-translation expansion led to the largest increases in
retrieval eﬀectiveness, although post-translation expansion was still useful because
it detected poor translations (see also [Levow et al. 2005]). The confounding factor
here seems to be the size of the machine readable dictionary (MRD) - the smaller
the dictionary, the more pronounced the eﬀect when pre-translation expansion is
applied [McNamee and Mayﬁeld 2002; Demner-Fushman and Oard 2003; Xu et al.
2001].
2.4

Information Retrieval Module

The information retrieval module performs the actual search, matching query representations against document representations and ranking the results. For the sake
of completeness, the remainder of this section describes some of the dominant IR
models in use today. This section is merely intended as a summary - readers requiring greater depth are referred to [Baeza-Yates and Ribeiro-Neto 2008; Manning
et al. 2008] for further information.
ACM Journal Name, Vol. X, No. X, June 2011.
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2.4.1 Boolean Model. The oldest, and simplest, retrieval model is known as
the Boolean model [Lancaster and Fayen 1973; Salton et al. 1983]. This model
is based on set theory and Boolean algebra, and represents queries as Boolean
expressions with precise semantics. Suppose a document has three terms, such
that d = {s1 , s2 , s3 }. In the Boolean model this document could be represented as
a conjunction of terms d = s1 ∧ s2 ∧ s3 . If a query contained two of these terms so
that q = (s1 ∧ s3 ) ∨ s2 , the similarity between d and q can be calculated using the
logical implication sim(d, q) = d → q.
This approach has two main drawbacks. Firstly, unlike the models described
below, it is based on a binary decision criterion (i.e., a document is predicted to
be either relevant or non-relevant). Secondly, it is not always easy to translate a
speciﬁc information need into a Boolean expression.
2.4.2 Vector Space Model. The next major retrieval model is known as the vector space model [Salton 1971; Salton et al. 1975]. Unlike the binary output of a
Boolean model, the vector space model ranks documents in decreasing order of a
measure that corresponds to the relevance of each document to the query.6 This
is accomplished by assigning non-binary weights to the index terms found in the
query and the documents. These weights are usually calculated using the popular
tf-idf weighting scheme [Sparck Jones 1988]. Thereafter, the similarity of all documents in the collection to the query is computed using a distance measure. More
formally, a document d and a query q are represented as vectors within a high dimension information space. The similarity of the document to the query sim(q, d)
is measured using the cosine of the angle between these vectors, as follows:
−
→
→
sim(q, d) = cos(−
q, d)=

−
→
−
→
q • d
−
→
−
|→
q |×|d|

→
−
→
−
→
where | d | is the length of the vector representing d and −
q • d is the dot product.
The tf − idf weight of a term t in a document d is calculated as follows:
tf − idfs,d = tfs,d × log

N
dfs

where tfs,d is the total number of occurrences of s in d (term frequency), dfs is
the number of documents in the collection which contain s (document frequency)
and N is the number of documents in the collection. Advantages of the vector space
model tend to focus on usability. It is easier to represent naturalistic queries using
a vector space model, many users prefer ranked retrieval over Boolean retrieval and
those users tend to employ ranked retrieval more eﬀectively than Boolean retrieval.
2.4.3 Probabilistic Model. Next we have the probabilistic model, which attempts
to solve the problem of selective retrieval within a probabilistic framework. This
means that the similarity between documents and queries is computed through a
6A

document is considered to be relevant if it is a document that the user perceives as containing
information of value with respect to their information need. The process of determining relevance
for evaluative purposes is described in greater detail in §3.
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probabilistic description of the ideal answer set. If we take the simplest binary
independence retrieval model, the similarity between a document d and a query q
is computed as:
P (rel|d, q)
P (irrel|d, q)
where rel and irrel denote relevance and irrelevance respectively. Where no
relevant or irrelevant documents are available in advance, several methods can
be used to estimate these probabilities [Baeza-Yates and Ribeiro-Neto 2008]. Nonparametric models are also studied by researchers. For example, [Amati and Van Rijsbergen 2002] introduced a probabilistic model which was based on the observed
divergence from randomness. This model was derived in a purely theoretical way,
by combining several diﬀerent probability distributions.
sim(q, d) = log

2.4.4 Language Model. Next, we have the language model. The language model
was introduced by Ponte and Croft in 1998 [Ponte and Croft 1998] and has been
extremely popular with IR researchers ever since [Miller et al. 1999; Song and Croft
1999; Berger and Laﬀerty 1999; Jin et al. 2002; Gao et al. 2004; Lavrenko and Croft
2001]. The basic idea here is to estimate the probability of a query given a document
language model (see [Liu and Croft 2005; Zhai 2009] for surveys of language models
and their uses). Formally, a basic statistical language model scores the relevance
of a document d to a query q as
sim(q, d) = P (s1 , ..., sn ∈ q|d) ≈

n
∏

P (si |Md )

i=1

with an approximation step that assumes term independence and use of a unigram
language model for documents (Md ). To reduce the products in this equation to
summations, cross-entropy estimations are calculated as follows:
P (q|d) =

∑

P (si |Mq ) log P (si |Md )

si ∈V

where Mq is the unigram language model for queries and, since d and q are in
the same language, si occurs in the shared vocabulary V . To solve the unseen
terms problem, various smoothing techniques have been proposed [Zhai and Laﬀerty 2001]. Studied in the monolingual retrieval environment, the language model has
demonstrated comparable eﬀectiveness to the traditional vector space and probabilistic models.
2.4.5 Other Models. In this section we brieﬂy describe a number of alternative
retrieval models that have been adopted by CLIR researchers. We begin with an
extension of the conventional vector space model. One of the weaknesses of this
model lies in its use of terms as the orthogonal basis of the vector space. This
assumption is problematic because terms are rarely semantically independent. In
[Wong et al. 1985] the authors proposed a ‘Generalized Vector Space Model’ (also
known as ‘the dual space’ model [Sheridan and Ballerini 1996]) which addressed
this weakness. In the GVSM the index term vectors are assumed to be linearly
ACM Journal Name, Vol. X, No. X, June 2011.
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independent but not pairwise orthogonal. Given a term-document matrix A (with
rows representing terms and columns representing documents) a query could be
→
′−
′−
′
transformed to A →
q and a document could be transformed to A d , where A is
transpose of the matrix A. The retrieval criterion is then deﬁned to be:
′
′−
→
−
sim(q, d) = cos(A →
q ,A d )

It is fairly easy to extend this model to encompass cross-language information
retrieval. Assuming we have a bilingual parallel corpus, we form two matrices A
and B so that A is a term-document matrix in the query language, B is a matrix
in the document language, and the columns in A and B contain matching pairs
of documents found in the training corpus [Sheridan and Ballerini 1996; Carbonell
et al. 1997].
Another interesting approach is essentially a fusion model that combines sets of
results generated using diﬀerent indexing and retrieval models [Savoy 2004; 2005].
Since each model tends to identify dissimilar groups of pertinent and non-pertinent
items, merging the results generally leads to an increase in retrieval eﬀectiveness
when compared with a single model used in isolation. Savoy et al. have experimented with various fusion operators, including simple summation, the round-robin
approach, logistic regression and the so-called ‘Z score’ [Savoy 2004; 2005](see also
[Shaw and Fox 1994]). The overall eﬀectiveness of this model has made it very
popular in both monolingual and cross-language information retrieval.
3. EVALUATION
In this section we describe some common approaches which can be used when evaluating the quality of a translation system in the context of cross-language information. We discuss evaluation at this speciﬁc point in the paper to provide a common
vocabulary for the comparison of various techniques and translation models in the
following sections.
Evaluating the eﬀectiveness of a query and/or document translation system usually involves assessing the retrieval eﬀectiveness of the CLIR engine associated with
it. The standard mechanisms for this sort of assessment all rely upon the availability of large Cranﬁeld-style test collections [Cleverdon 1991]. A Cranﬁeld-style
test collection normally consists of a document corpus, a set of search topics, and
a matched set of assessments. The document corpus is often provided as a set of
semi-structured XML documents. Each document in this set will consist of several
text ﬁelds (e.g., title, abstract, keywords), and a unique document identiﬁcation
number. The search topics will describe a number of search tasks. These tasks are
often categorised as ‘short’ query tasks and ‘long’ query tasks. The long query tasks
are more detailed, but short query tasks tend to replicate realistic Web queries.
Relevance assessments are manually derived assessments representing the relevance of each document in the corpus to each topic. Producing these assessments
is a time-consuming and expensive process. Because test collections are generally
large, only a fraction of the documents relevant to each query are scored. The
standard approach to selecting this subset is known as as ‘pooling’ [Kuriyama et al.
2002]. A pooling operation selects only the top k documents returned by a number
of diﬀerent CLIR systems for manual assessment. The CLIR engines used during a
ACM Journal Name, Vol. X, No. X, June 2011.
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pooling run are usually the same CLIR engines that need to be evaluated. Monolingual runs and interactive runs (either cross-language or monolingual) can also
be used to enrich the pools.
The production of test collections has always been one the main responsibilities
of CLIR conferences and workshops. The Text Retrieval Conference (TREC),7
sponsored by the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), was
started in 1992 as part of the TIPSTER Text program. Its purpose was to support
research within the IR community by providing the infrastructure necessary for
large-scale evaluation of text retrieval methodologies. TREC had a very important
inﬂuence on CLIR, especially in its formative years, and hosted one of the earliest
competitive CLIR tracks in 1997 (TREC-6). DARPA was another early proponent
of CLIR, launching the TIDES (Translingual Information Detection, Extraction,
and Summarisation) program.
Other CLIR conferences of note include the Cross-Language Evaluation Forum
(CLEF8 ), which concentrates on European languages, and the Forum for Information Retrieval Evaluation (FIRE9 ), a CLEF-2007 spin-oﬀ chieﬂy concerned with
Indian languages (Hindi, Telugu, and Malayalam). Along a similar line, NTCIR10
was founded in 1999. It has been responsible for a series of evaluative workshops designed to enhance CLIR research in Paciﬁc Rim languages (e.g., Chinese, Japanese,
Korean).
Researchers with access to a test collection can retrieve documents using the
topics provided and then measure the retrieval eﬀectiveness of their system using
the relevance judgements. The three basic measures that are applied at this stage
are precision, recall, and the F-measure (also known as the F1 score). Precision
is the fraction of retrieved documents that are relevant. Recall is the fraction of
relevant documents that are retrieved. The F-Measure is the harmonic mean of
precision and recall. These are set-based measures which are computed using unordered sets of documents. When working with ranked retrieval results a number
of other measurements may come into play [Manning et al. 2008]. In these circumstances, precision can be measured using a relatively low number of retrieved results
(e.g., precision 10 results). Mean average precision (MAP) can provide a single
ﬁgure measure of quality across recall levels. Normalized discounted cumulative
gain (NDCG) can be deployed in situations involving non-binary notions of relevance. There are many other measurements which can be applied [Baeza-Yates and
Ribeiro-Neto 2008]. Once measured, the retrieval eﬀectiveness of a CLIR system is
often compared with a monolingual baseline. Tests of statistical signiﬁcance, such
as the widely used Wilcoxon signed-rank test, are commonly used when interpreting
results [Hull 1993].
4.

TRANSLATION TECHNIQUES IN CLIR

The following sections (§5-6) outline the state of the art in free text translation in
the context of CLIR. They also enumerate a taxonomy that codiﬁes the work done
7 http://trec.nist.gov/
8 http://www.clef-campaign.org/
9 http://www.isical.ac.in/∼clia/
10 http://research.nii.ac.jp/ntcir/
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Fig. 6: Translation techniques in CLIR - A Taxonomy

so far. A graphical overview of this taxonomy is shown in Figure 6. As illustrated,
translation in CLIR is divided into two basic categories. There are techniques that
eﬀect direct translation. These will use translation resources like bilingual dictionaries, machine translation systems and parallel corpora. Then there are techniques
that employ indirect translation. These approaches exploit an intermediate language to translate the source text, or match query and document representations
via dual translation.
Although the diﬀerences between query translation and document translation in
terms of retrieval eﬀectiveness are arguable [Oard and Hackett 1997; Oard 1998;
McCarley 1999] there is an obvious gulf between the two techniques in terms of
computational requirements. For this reason, the majority of CLIR systems in
existence today practice query translation. Therefore, in §5-6, our examination
of translation techniques in CLIR will tend to focus on query translation systems
(with the obvious exception of §6.2, which addresses dual translation systems). We
reserve our discussion of document translation proper until §7.
5.

DIRECT TRANSLATION

Direct translation systems exploit bilingual dictionaries, parallel corpora and machine translation algorithms to translate the source text. We discuss each of these
translation resources below.
5.1 Dictionary-Based Translation
Machine-readable bilingual dictionaries have become increasingly available and are
often used in the translation modules of CLIR engines. A dictionary-based approach
to translation is relatively simple (when compared to the alternatives), but suﬀers
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from two major weaknesses:
—Ambiguity
—Lack of coverage
These weaknesses are described in detail below.
5.1.1 Ambiguity. The ﬁrst major problem to aﬀect systems employing dictionarybased translation is ambiguity. Bilingual dictionaries will usually contain multiple
translations for any given query term. Selecting the ‘correct’ translation from a
list of competing candidate terms is a crucial but decidedly non-trivial task [Ballesteros and Croft 1998; Aljlayl and Frieder 2001]. Solutions to this selection task
have specialised towards two mutually exclusive techniques. Some techniques try
to ﬁnd the single best translation for each term in the query (single selection translators). Other techniques are open to the possibility of more than one translation
of each query term, addressing the issue of ambiguity via the re-weighting of terms
(multiple selection translators).
—Single Selection Translators
Early single selection systems addressed the problem of ambiguity in a primitive way by simply selecting the ﬁrst translation oﬀered by the dictionary. This
strategy exploits the fact that in some bilingual dictionaries the most commonly
used translation is listed ﬁrst [Ballesteros and Croft 1998; Aljlayl and Frieder 2001].
This basic disambiguation strategy has obvious shortcomings and was soon replaced
by more sophisticated techniques exploiting term co-occurrence statistics [Adriani
2000; Ballesteros and Croft 1998; Gao et al. 2002; Jang et al. 1999; Maeda et al.
2000; Liu et al. 2005; Gao and Nie 2006]. The hypothesis grounding the use of term
co-occurrence data in this context states that the correct translations of individual
query terms will tend to co-occur as part of a sub-language while incorrect translations will not. In other words, this approach should be able to determine the most
likely translation for a given query by examining the pattern of term co-occurrence
within some representative text collection (e.g., the World Wide Web [Maeda et al.
2000] or a monolingual corpora [Ballesteros and Croft 1998; Gao and Nie 2006]).
However, there is a problem with this general approach. The terms in the query
are mutually dependent. Therefore, for each of these terms, we need to select the
translation most consistent with the translations of the remaining terms. This sort
of recursive, global optimisation is computationally prohibitive for even shortest of
queries [Gao and Nie 2006]. A common workaround, used by several researchers
working on this particular problem [Adriani 2000; Ballesteros and Croft 1998; Liu
et al. 2005; Gao and Nie 2006], substitutes the following greedy algorithm:
(1) Given a source query q, for each word in q, acquire the set of all translation
alternatives Ti = {ti,1 , ti,2 , ..., ti,m } from the translation resources
(2) For each set Ti do
(a) For each translation ti,m ∈ Ti , deﬁne the similarity measurement between
the translation word ti,m and the other set Tj (Tj ̸= Ti ) as the sum of the
similarities between ti,m and each word in the set Tj as
∑
′
sim(ti,m , Ti ) =
sim(ti,m , tj,n )
∀tj,n ∈Tj
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(b) Compute the cohesion score for ti,m as
∑
co(ti,m ) =
sim(ti,m , Tj )
∀i̸=j

(c) Select the term ti in Ti with the highest cohesion score
ti = argmaxti,m co(ti,m )
In the equation shown above, cohesion is calculated using an undeﬁned similarity
measurement. This measurement can be implemented using a wide variety of interchangeable algorithms. Commonly used algorithms exploit mutual information
(MI), Dice’s coeﬃcient, the log likelihood ratio and the Chi-square test [Maeda
et al. 2000; Gao et al. 2001; Gao et al. 2002; Liu et al. 2005; Adriani and Wahyu
2005]. Less common algorithms have examined the eﬀectiveness of the EMIM (Expected Mutual Information Measure) weighting measure [Adriani 2000; Ballesteros
and Croft 1998; Gao et al. 2001], Hidden Markov Models [Federico and Bertoldi
2002] and expectation-maximisation (EM) algorithms [Monz and Dorr 2005]. Some
researchers have attempted to exploit multilingual relations to improve the quality
of query translation. Zhou et al. [2008] modelled translation candidates and their
relationships as a directed graph in which the similarity between terms acts collectively to ‘elect’ the best translation candidates (see also [Zhou et al. 2008]). This
type of graph-based disambiguation can also exploit monolingual relations [Cao
et al. 2007]. Finally, there have been various attempts to capture term dependencies through consideration of word order in the combinations of translated query
terms (e.g., [Jang et al. 1999]).
It is critically important that single translator systems select the correct translation unit. The commonest units of translation are (from smallest to largest) - the
n-gram,11 the word stem, the word, the phrase and the sentence. Generally speaking, the accuracy of a translation will improve as the size of the translation unit
increases, but the coverage of a typical bilingual dictionary will drop (see §5.1.2).
The use of sentence length translation units is extremely rare, due to the average
size of queries, but the phrasal unit has often proved critical [Hull and Grefenstette 1996; Ballesteros and Croft 1997; 1998; Meng et al. 2000; Meng et al. 2001].
The procedure for translating phrases typically uses a dual-pass procedure. In the
ﬁrst pass, phrases in the query are identiﬁed and translated if their translations
are found in the bilingual dictionary. In the second pass, the remaining terms in
the query are translated word by word. The eﬃcacy of the ﬁrst pass is obviously
dependent on the phrasal content of the dictionary.
There have been a number of attempts to identify the most accurate unit of
translation given the limited size of query strings [Gao et al. 2001; Gao et al. 2002].
In one experiment, the authors used a noun phrase (np) translation model based on
template patterns alongside a probabilistic framework to capture the dependency of
adjacent/non-adjacent query terms [Gao and Nie 2006]. In this translation model
noun phrases were identiﬁed in the source queries using statistical methods, then
11 An n-gram is a sub-string of n characters. A skip-gram is a digram (or longer sequence of
letters) formed from non-adjacent characters. This concept was developed to address the problem
of cross-lingual spelling variation [Pirkola et al. 2002] (see also [Pirkola et al. 2003])
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translated using probabilities obtained from the target language model. Given a
np in source language e and a set of candidates of np in target language c, the best
translation in target language np∗c can be obtained by:12
np∗c = argmaxnpc P (npc |npe ) = argmaxnpc P (npc )P (npe |npc )
where P (npc ) is the prior probability of the target language (estimated using a
trigram language model) and P (npe |npc ) is the translation probability. Estimation
required both monolingual and bilingual corpora, as did calculation of the dependency model. The np translation template z was introduced as a hidden variable
so that
np∗c = argmaxnpc P (npc )

∑

P (z|npc )P (npe |z, npc )

z

This enabled the automatic extraction of translation templates. The authors
concluded that larger and more speciﬁc units of translations will always be superior
provided the underlying translation models are well trained.
—Multiple Selection Translators
Multiple selection translators do not try to ﬁnd the single best translation for
each of the various query terms. Instead, they are open to the possibility of more
than one translation of each query term. Structured query translation is perhaps the
commonest application of this general approach. The concept of structured query
translation was introduced by Hull and developed to fruition by Pirkola [Pirkola
1998; Hull 1997]. Pirkola implemented a system that used the INQUERY [Broglio
et al. 1993] synonym operator to select multiple translation candidates for a query
term. This operator was originally designed to support monolingual thesaurus
expansion. Pirkola used it in the following way:

T F (q, d) =

n
∑

T F (ti , d)

i=1

DF (q) = |

n
∪

{d|ti ∈ d}|

i=1

where q is a query term, ti is a set of translation alternatives, d is a document,
T F is the sum of the translation synonyms of the source term in that document,
and DF is the total number of documents that contain at least one term from ti .
This calculation proved to be computationally expensive (see also [Pirkola et al.
2003]). Later optimisations [Kwok 2000; Darwish and Oard 2003] include replacing
the union operator with a sum
12 This

formula is based on Shannon’s noisy-channel coding theorem [Shannon and Weaver 1963].
Please refer to Appendix A for a detailed description of this theorem as applied to statistical
machine translation.
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DF (q) =

n
∑

DF (ti )

i=1

and deﬁning the maximum document frequency of any replacement term as
n
DF (q) = M AXi=1
[DF (ti )]

An extension to the Pirkola method can be found in [Darwish and Oard 2003].
In this paper the authors describe a probabilistic approach that integrates the
translation likelihood of computing the T F and DF of a source query term. Using
techniques drawn from statistical machine translation,13 translation probabilities
were used in the following way:

T F (q, d) =

n
∑

T F (ti , d) × P (ti |q)

i=1

DF (q) =

n
∑

DF (ti ) × P (ti |q)

i=1

where P (ti |q) refers to the probability of a query term q translating into document
term ti . In this equation, the values derived for T F or DF can be weighted using
the best available replacement probability (through all translation alternatives).
The authors experimented by weighting T F in isolation, DF in isolation, and a
combination of the two. A combined weighting scheme led to the best retrieval
eﬀectiveness. Overall the results suggested that a probabilistic approach to structured query translation model will signiﬁcantly outperform the basic structured
method for query terms, assuming a large number of translation alternatives.
An alternative to the Pirkola method is known as the balanced approach [Levow
and Oard 2000; Leek et al. 2000]. This technique involves balancing the weight of
multiple translation alternatives to avoid placing high weight on terms with many
translations (as these tend to be common terms). There are two basic implementations of the balanced approach, one based on replication and the other based on
re-weighting. Balanced and structured query translation were compared in [Oard
and Wang 2001; Meng et al. 2000]. The authors concluded that although the
balanced approach was more sensitive to rare translations, structured query translation was superior provided the researchers had operational control of the retrieval
module. This was necessary because Pirkola’s method required that aggregation
be applied individually to the T F and DF components of the calculation, not to
the term weights. The balanced translation approach should only be selected when
the IR engine is used essentially as a ‘black box’.
Multiple selector translators can use bidirectional translation to improve the quality of their output. Bidirectional translation is a technique for re-weighting translation probabilities that merges a ranked list of documents retrieved using a translated query with a ranked list of translated documents retrieved using the original
13 See

Appendix A
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source query. McCarley [1999] was the ﬁrst to pioneer this technique. He reported
a statistically signiﬁcant improvement in mean average precision with bidirectional translation when compared with unidirectional translation (in either direction).
This ﬁnding was subsequently conﬁrmed by a number of other researchers who extended his work [Kang et al. 2004; Boughanem et al. 2002; Wang and Oard 2006].
Wang and Oard [2006] proposed an approach that extended bidirectional translation using synonymy relations. The analytical framework they employed was extremely similar to the probabilistic structured translation method described above.
For each word q in query language S, assume that a set of terms ti in document
language T is known and shares the searchers intended meaning for term s with
some probability P (q ←→ ti ). Now calculate the T F and DF as follows:
T F (q, d) =

∑

P (q ←→ ti ) × T F (ti , d)

ti

DF (q) =

∑

P (q ←→ ti ) × DF (ti )

ti

where P (q ←→ ti ) is calculated using:
P (q ←→ ti ) =

∑

P (meanj |q) × P (meanj |ti )

meanj

and where P (meanj |q) denotes the probability that term q has meaning meanj
and P (meanj |ti ) denotes the probability that term ti has meaning meanj . Hoping to ﬁnd a computational model in which meaning representations were aligned
across languages, the authors selected their synonymous terms from various automatically generated resources. Their experiment produced a statistically signiﬁcant
improvement in mean average precision over the state of the art.
For single selection translators, cross-language information retrieval is essentially
a two-step process - external translation, followed by monolingual retrieval. In the
current section we see some examples of a slightly diﬀerent process which involves
embedding the translation module within the information retrieval system. This
merger exposes the internal state of the IR engine to the translation module and
moves us closer towards a more uniﬁed CLIR framework. To understand this ‘embedding’ process we need to revisit to the statistical language model. As discussed
in §2.4.4, cross-entropy estimation in the statistical language model is calculated as
follows:
P (q|d) =

∑

P (si |Mq ) log P (si |Md )

si ∈V

In the next step, as described by [Berger and Laﬀerty 1999], the translation
probabilities for terms in the same language are modelled as relationships:
P (si |Md ) =

∑

P (si |sj )PM L (sj |Md )

si ∈Ve
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Obviously, this process of inter-term estimation can be extended to CLIR by training a translation model P (ti |sj ) that captures the relationships between terms in
two diﬀerent languages [Kraaij et al. 2003; Nie 2010] so that:
P (ti |Mqe ) =

∑

P (ti |sj )PM L (sj |Mqe )

sj ∈Ve

where Mqe is the language model for the source query and ti is a term in the target
language. The ranking of documents is then computed using the following formula:
P (qe |dc ) =

∑ ∑

P (ti |sj )PM L (sj |Mqe ) log P (ti |Mdc )

ti ∈Vc sj ∈Ve

This model was trained on parallel documents automatically mined from the web. It
out-performed a MT system trained on similar resources and achieved around 90%
of monolingual IR eﬀectiveness (w.r.t English and French) and 80% of monolingual
eﬀectiveness (w.r.t. English and Italian).[Xu et al. 2001; Xu and Weischedel 2005]
achieved similar results in related experiments.
Other researchers have concentrated on the development of new estimation methods. In [Lavrenko et al. 2002] the authors described a technique for estimating an
accurate topic model in the target language, starting with a query in the source
language. Given a query q = s1 ...sk , R(q) is the set of target documents that are
relevant to that query. Eﬀective ranking of these documents could be achieved if
there was a way of estimating the relevance model of q, in another words, the set
of probabilities P (tj |Rq ) to the word occurrence of every word tj in the target vocabulary. P (tj |Rq ) denotes the probability that a word sampled at random from a
relevant document would be the word tj . If we knew beforehand which documents
were relevant, estimation of these probabilities would be straightforward. However,
we do not normally know the membership of this set. A reasonable way to approximate this probability is to use the joint probability of observing the word tj
together with query words s1 ...sk :
P (tj , s1 ...sk )
P (s1 ...sk )
Now we need to adapt the original relevance model, which was designed for a
monolingual setting. Cross-language estimation works as follows: suppose tj is a
word in source language, and s1 ...sk are words in another language. There are two
possible strategies at this point. The ﬁrst strategy uses a parallel corpus (i.e., a
set of document pairs de , dc where de is a document in source language and dc is a
document in the target language). Assume Ψ is the set of corresponding distribution
pairs Ψde , Ψdc , we can estimate the joint probability with:
P (tj |Rq ) ≈ P (tj |q) =

P (tj , s1 ...sk ) =

∑

P ({Ψde , Ψdc })P (tj |Ψdc

{Ψde ,Ψdc }∈Ψ

k
∏

P (si |Ψde ))

i=1

using the parameters described above. The second strategy uses a statistical lexicon
to estimate the translation probability P (si |tj ) for every word in the source and
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target language with P (si |Ψdc ) computed through:
P (si |Ψdc ) = (1 − λ)P (si ) + λ

∑

P (si |tj )PM L (tj |Ψdc )

v

where the summation iterates through all the words tj in the vocabulary of the
target language, P (si |tj ) is the translation probability derived from the statistical
lexicon, PM L (tj |Ψdc ) is the number of times tj occurs in dc (divided by the length
of dc ) and P (si ) is the background probability of si computed over a large corpus.
Lavrenko et al. [2002] reported an experiment using the TREC-9 cross-language
collection [Voorhees and Harman 2000] in which lexicon-derived translation probabilities produced an impressive 93%-98% of the monolingual baseline.
5.1.2 Coverage. The second major problem to aﬀect systems employing dictionarybased translation is related to vocabulary coverage. Certain types of words (e.g.,
newly coined terms, technical terms, compound words, proper names, acronyms,
abbreviations) are under-represented in machine readable bilingual dictionaries.
These out-of-vocabulary (OOV) terms can severely degrade the retrieval eﬀectiveness of a CLIR engine, especially when the source queries being translated are very
short. Early solutions to the coverage problem advocated the use of domain-speciﬁc
bilingual dictionaries. These dictionaries delivered access to uncommon vocabularies and technical terms [Pirkola 1998], but they were extremely costly to produce
(although see [Korn et al. 2005]). Stemming the source language component of a
bilingual dictionary partially addressed this issue, but the problem of incomplete
coverage persisted [Resnik et al. 2001]. For this reason, research quickly moved
away from domain-speciﬁc resources and towards transliteration.
Transliteration involves identifying similarities in the orthographic structures of
two languages. These similarities are subsequently used to generate rules specifying
how sub-strings written in one language are spelled in another [Buckley et al. 2000].
Transliteration is a directional process. Forward transliteration involves converting
a word in the source language into an approximate equivalent in the target language
[Kang and Choi 2000]. Backward transliteration is the process that converts the
transliterated word back to its original form [Goto et al. 2004; Jeong et al. 1999].
Both techniques have been successfully adopted by CLIR researchers, with forward
transliteration generally preferred as it is easier to apply.
In this particular context, the process of transliteration has two stages. The ﬁrst
stage is essentially a matching exercise during which strings from the source and target languages are paired together using a variety of methods [Keskustalo et al. 2003;
Pirkola et al. 2002; Pirkola et al. 2003]. These methods range in complexity from
the relatively simple (e.g., treating the source terms as potentially mis-spelled terms
belonging to the target language [Buckley et al. 2000]) to complex techniques utilising n-gram analysis,subsequence matching, string-string distance measurements
and statistical models [Robertson and Willett 1998; Zobel and Dart 1995; Melamed
2000; AbdulJaleel and Larkey 2003; McNamee and Mayﬁeld 2004b]). The second
stage of transliteration involves exploiting these orthographic mappings to generate
transliterations for all OOV terms.
The type of transliteration described above only really works when the languages
share a similar character set (e.g., English and French). Transliteration between
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Fig. 7: English to Chinese transliteration

languages with dissimilar character sets (e.g., Chinese and Russian) requires a process known as phonetic mapping. Phonetic mappers generate rules representing the
phonetic presentation of a language. During the mapping process, all proper nouns
(usually names) are transformed into a corresponding phonetic sequence. This phonetic sequence is matched with a phonetic sequence in the target language, then
transformed into a ﬁnal translation [Fujii and Ishikawa 2001; Gao et al. 2005; Kang
and Kim 2000; Knight and Graehl 1998; Qu et al. 2003; Virga and Khudanpur
2003]. Figure 7 provides an example of this type of transliteration, extracted from
[Virga and Khudanpur 2003]. Qu et al. [2003] described a transliteration method
which used a phonetic dictionary and a set of probabilistic rules to create EnglishJapanese mappings. In the same year [Virga and Khudanpur 2003] reported a
generative statistical model that uses statistical machine translation techniques to
“translate” the phonetic representation of an English name to Chinese.
Recent work on the problem of OOV terms has exploited the World Wide Web
(WWW). Lu et al. [2002] were early proponents of this approach (see also [Lu
et al. 2004]). They described a technique that mined multilingual HTML anchor
text to translate newly coined terms and proper names. Their approach used a
probabilistic model to determine the best translation for an OOV term using cooccurrence data. Given a set of URLs U = u1 , u2 , . . . , un which link to the same
Web page, the degree of similarity between source term s and target translation t
is estimated using:
∑n
∩
∩
P (s t|ui )P (ui )
P (s t)
∪ = ∑ni=1
∪
P (s ←→ t) =
P (s t)
t|ui )P (ui )
i=1 P (s
∑n
i=1 P (s|ui )P (t|ui )P (ui )
≈ ∑n
[P
(s|u
)
+ P (t|ui ) − P (s|ui )P (t|ui )]P (ui )
i
i=1
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The approximation step described above assumes that s and t are independent with
respect to ui .
Recent extensions of this Web-based approach to query translation have tended to focus on the gratuitous translations provided by Web page authors for the
convenience of their readers (e.g., proper names or technical terms followed by a
translation in parenthesis). These incidental translations can be identiﬁed and extracted using fairly simple pattern-matching techniques [Cheng et al. 2004; Zhang
and Vines 2004; Zhang et al. 2005; Huang et al. 2005; Cao et al. 2007]. In most cases these patterns are manually constructed, although automatic pattern generation
is feasible [Shi 2010; Zhou et al. 2007; 2008]
Wikipedia, the online encyclopaedia, can also be used for OOV translation. Each
Wikipedia article has hyper-links joining it to versions of the same article written
in other languages. A number of researchers have exploited these cross-lingual
associations to translate unknown terms, assuming that article names linked in this
fashion are mutual translations [Jones et al. 2008].14 Results, thus far, are limited,
but the potential for future development seems clear [Su et al. 2007; Lin et al. 2010;
Schönhofen et al. 2008].
Finally, it should be noted that untranslated OOV terms are not always deleterious. Several studies have shown that the presence of an untranslated OOV term
can sometimes improve retrieval eﬀectiveness rather than impair it [Kishida 2008].
Lee et al. [2010] studied this phenomenon using a machine learning methodology.
The authors discovered that it was better to leave an OOV term untranslated (and
hope that pre- or post-translation query expansion ‘ﬁxed’ the problem) than mine
an inadequate translation.
5.2

Machine Translation

Machine translation (MT) is the automatic translation of free-text from one natural
language to another. MT systems have become extremely popular in CLIR over
the last 5-10 years. In part, this popularity is due to the wide availability of MT
systems and the linguistic resources required to train them. However, it can also be
attributed to the excellent results obtained in experiments. For example, in CLEF2009, CLIR systems using machine translation achieved the equivalent of 90%-99%
of the monolingual baseline on English, French and German collections [Ferro and
Peters 2009].
The recent dominance of oﬀ-the-shelf MT systems, especially in time-constrained
CLIR campaigns (in which a series of tracks designed to test diﬀerent aspects of
mono- and cross-language information retrieval engines are provided), cannot be
overstated [Agirre et al. 2009; Ferro and Peters 2009; Sakai et al. 2008; Sakai et al.
2010]. In CLEF 2009, 7 out of the 10 participants used some sort of statistical MT
14 This

paper forms part of the MultiMatch project, an attempt to develop a prototype
multilingual/multimedia search engine which enables ‘users to explore and interact with
online accessible cultural heritage content, across media types and languages boundaries’
(http://www.multimatch.eu/). Readers interested in the broader context of CLIR are encouraged to review the outcomes of this project. The CACAO initiative, which aims to deliver crosslanguage access to catalogues and on-line libraries, is another useful resource for CLIR researchers
(http://www.cacaoproject.eu/)
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system,15 with the Google Translate API heavily represented.16 This API outperformed the rest of the ﬁeld by a very clear margin. The best performing non-Google
MT system managed just 70% of the MAP achieved by Google-based systems [Leveling et al. 2009], and results for the Google participants rivalled those recorded
by markedly more sophisticated systems [Anderka et al. 2009]. This prompted the
organisers of CLEF 2009 to ask the (rather mischievous) question - ‘Can we take
this as meaning that Google is going to solve the cross-language translation resource
quandary? ’.
Despite these recent successes, most researchers would agree that oﬀ-the-shelf
MT systems are still some distance from solving the ‘CLIR problem’. This is due
to a number of speciﬁc problems that impair their suitability for query translation,
as follows:
(1) The eﬀectiveness of oﬀ-the-shelf statistical MT systems is heavily dependent on
the languages involved. For resource-poor languages (e.g., Thai) or language
pairs with little in common (e.g., English and Chinese), CLIR eﬀectiveness can
be as low as 50% of the monolingual baseline [Adriani and Wahyu 2005; Kwok
1999; Zhou et al. 2008]. This unfortunate fact was conﬁrmed in a recent study
using two separate machine translation systems [Dolamic and Savoy 2010]. Furthermore, certain pairings of closely related, resource-rich languages may also
produce poor retrieval eﬀectiveness when MT is applied. This was revealed in a
series of CLIR experiments that compared the results for an MT system working
with various European language pairs [Savoy and Dolamic 2009]. The authors
found that searching a collection of French documents using a Google translation of a German query produced signiﬁcantly worse results than a translated
English query on the same collection.
(2) The output of an oﬀ-the-shelf MT system is usually one word per query term.
This sort of literal mapping ignores the availability of multiple expressions in
the target language, leaving some translations incomplete. Crucial factors here
could be the quality of the statistical translation lexicon used by the MT system,
or the quality of the MT system itself ([Zhu and Wang 2006; Parton et al. 2008;
Xu and Weischedel 2000].
(3) MT systems generally pay too much attention to syntactic structure, which is
largely unimportant when translating queries. Conversely, they usually ignore
OOV terms, which often have a signiﬁcant impact on retrieval eﬀectiveness.
5.3 Corpus-based Translation
A parallel text is a document written in one language together with its translation
in another. Large collections of parallel texts are referred to as parallel corpora.
Parallel corpora can be acquired from a variety of sources. International organisations such as the United Nations and the European parliament17 publish a huge
volume of parallel documentation every year in a wide variety of languages. At the
national level, the same approach has been adopted by the Canadian Parliamen15 Please

see Appendix A.

16 http://translate.google.com/
17 http://www.europarl.europa.eu/
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t18 (French and English) and the Hong Kong Legislative Council19 (Chinese and
English). The Bible also makes a signiﬁcant contribution, providing an important
resource for low-density languages [Chew et al. 2006]. The World Wide Web is
another obvious source for parallel corpora [Chen et al. 2004; Chen and Nie 2000;
McEwan et al. 2002; Yang and Li 2002]. Experiments conducted by [Resnik 1998;
1999; Resnik and Smith 2003; Nie et al. 1999] used simple but eﬀective heuristics
to mine parallel Web pages from a Web crawl (e.g., structural clues, anchor text)
Parallel corpora are commonly used in cross-language information retrieval to
translate queries. The basic technique involves a side-by-side analysis of the corpus
producing a set of translation probabilities for each term in a given query. These
translation probabilities are usually generated using the model described in Appendix A. One of the important characteristics of this model is that it makes no
assumptions whatsoever about word order during the training process - a source
sentence could be translated into a sentence of any length, and one position in the
target sentence can be aligned to any position in the source sentence. The probability of aligning a word at a speciﬁc position in the source sentence is dependent on
presence of the corresponding word in the target sentence. This simpliﬁed model
has proved to be very eﬀective in the CLIR environment, in which the word order of
queries is relatively unimportant, and the accidental selection of loose translation
relations (i.e., high related terms in vicinity of the actual translation) is sometimes
desirable.
The corpus-based approach to query translation can be supplemented by other
resources. For example, [Nie 1998; 2010] tried to select the top n translation words
ti with the highest translation probabilities conditioned by the query q, so that:
P (ti |q) =

∑
si ∈q

P (ti |si )P (si |q) ∝

∑

P (ti |si )

si ∈q

having assumed that the probabilities q are the same for every word in si . Their
translation model was trained on materials released by the Canadian Parliament,
supplemented by a small bilingual dictionary and some simple corpus statistics.
This combination proved to be quite eﬀective, and, after reasonable parameter
tuning, outperformed the results obtained using corpora alone. Similar positive
results combining parallel corpora with bilingual dictionaries (and other factors)
have been observed in [He and Wu 2008; Federico and Bertoldi 2002; Darwish and
Oard 2003].
One of the key disadvantages of the corpus-based approach to query translation
is the diﬃculty inherent in obtaining suitable document collections. Parallel corpora can be extremely time consuming to produce, even when restricted to speciﬁc
information domains (e.g., legislative, medical) [Kashioka et al. 2003; Sun et al.
2002; Zhang et al. 2005]. This disadvantage has been partially addressed by new
strategies leveraging the World Wide Web, but these techniques are only successful
in relation a subset of known languages - certain low frequency languages have yet
to produce enough material to train a translation model. One possible solution in18 http://www.parl.gc.ca/
19 http://www.legco.gov.hk/
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volves the use of comparable corpora. A comparable corpus is a combination of texts
which are composed independently but share the same communicative function and
theme [Sheridan and Ballerini 1996]. Given a set of terms in one language, comparable corpora can be used to identify contexts which contain equivalent or related
expressions in another language [Sheridan and Ballerini 1996; Peters and Picchi
1996; Braschler and Ripplinger 2004; Franz et al. 1999]. Equivalence is usually
established using co-occurrence statistics, with paired terms stored in a similarity
thesaurus. Experiments with the granularity of the alignment (e.g., document-level,
page-level, passage-level, sentence-level) suggests there is an inverse relationship between granularity and overall retrieval eﬀectiveness [Franz et al. 1999].
5.4 Summary
To summarise, the crucial factor for all of the direct translation techniques appears
to be the quality of the translation resources that are available. Language resources
with poor coverage will generally lead to poor retrieval eﬀectiveness. Resources
can be enriched (using some of the techniques described above) but this will only
provide a partial solution. Where high quality translation resources are available,
the retrieval eﬀectiveness of direct translation systems is now extremely high.
As described above, systems that utilise machine readable dictionaries will take
one of two mutually exclusive approaches to the selection of translation terms. Single selection translation systems have recorded some highly impressive experimental
results (e.g., [Gao et al. 2001; Gao and Nie 2006], where the authors described a
single selection system using a MRD that exceeded the monolingual baseline). On
the negative side, single selection translators risk a signiﬁcant ‘hit’ in terms of retrieval eﬀectiveness should their initial selection prove incorrect, plus they forego
the opportunity to expand the query with translation alternatives.
Multiple selection translators can produce results that approach the monolingual
baseline (e.g., [Wang and Oard 2006] described an experiment using English and
French resources in which a multiple selection translator managed 97% of monolingual retrieval eﬀectiveness). This type of system usually beneﬁts from an ‘expansion eﬀect’ when translation alternatives are added to the translated query.
Furthermore, in the context of an enriched query, incorrect translations of single
terms are generally less critical (which compares favourably with the single selection
translation approach). The disadvantages of multiple selection translation tend to
cluster around term weighting process. Systems based on Pirkola’s structural model do not incorporate translation probabilities into their calculations, and this may
lead to the inaccurate weighting of terms. Translators based on later extensions to
this method (i.e., the probabilistic and bidirectional models) can incorporate these
translation probabilities, but they are limited by the availability of the parallel texts
and dictionaries required to generate them.
The embedded approach to translation is an interesting development. This type
of system simpliﬁes the CLIR framework presented in Figure 5 by merging the
retrieval and translation modules. Results from embedded systems have been positive, approaching the monolingual baseline [Lavrenko et al. 2002]. However, this
approach is not without its problems. Separate tools are required to train the translation model (which serves a very diﬀerent purpose to the retrieval model) and this
process may result in the loss of non-translation related terms. Furthermore, the
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Table I: Summary of direct translation systems
Technique
Phrasal translation
Co-occurrence statistics
from target documents
Co-occurrence statistics
incorporating word order
Co-occurrence statistics
using a greedy algorithm
Co-occurrence statistics
from Web documents
Statistical noun phrase
translation
Decaying co-occurrence
model
Syntactic dependency
HMM-based query
translation model
Maximum coherence
model
Iterative expectationmaximisation
Markov chain model for
query translation
Graph-based query
disambiguation
Structured query
translation
Bidirectional translation
Sum-based structured
query translation
Balanced translation
Probabilistic structured
query translation
Bidirectional translation
by meaning-matching
The smoothed document
model
Relevance model
Statistical translation
model

Authors
Notes
Single Translation Selector
Ballesteros &
Using larger translation units instead of
Croft 1997
word by word translation
Ballesteros &
Disambiguation based on target document
Croft 1998
collection instead of separate training corpus
Jang et al. 1999

An attempt to capture term dependencies

Describes a simpliﬁed way to select the best
translation using co-occurrence statistics
Maeda et al.
Describes how to use Web corpora during
2000
disambiguation of the translation
Gao et al. 2001,
The integration of noun phrases into the
Gao et al. 2006
translation model
Considers term-term distance to capture
Gao et al. 2002
more accurate relations
Gao et al. 2002,
Captures syntactic dependencies to increase
Gao et al. 2006
the accuracy of translations
Federico &
Integrating the translation model with
Bertoldi 2002
co-occurrence information
An attempt to capture translation
Liu et al. 2005
dependencies
Monz and Dorr
Describes use of a dynamic decision making
2005
process (as opposed to greedy algorithm)
Extends query translation to query
Cao et al. 2007
expansion using monolingual relations
Captures translation and query term
Zhou et al. 2008
dependencies using graph-based analysis
Multiple Translation Selector
Query structuring, plus separation of TF
Pirkola 1998
and DF
Bidirectional translation combined with
McCarley 1999
results merging
Structured query translation with a
Kwok 2000
modiﬁed DF component
Levow & Oard
Balancing the relatively high weights of
2000, Leek 2000
uncommon translations
Darwish and
A probabilistic model in which the
Oard 2003
translation probabilities can be included
Wang and Oard
Meaning-match model that maps the
2006
translation to synonymy knowledge
Xu et al. 2001,
Embedded translation using the smoothed
Xu & al. 2005
document model
Lavrenko et al.
Coarser-grained embedded translation with
2002
an expansion eﬀect
Kraajj et al.
Embedded translation using language
2003
models in the retrieval framework
Adriani 2000
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Table II: Summary of direct translation systems (cont.)

Technique
Treating source query
as ‘mis-spelled’ query
Targeted s-gram
matching
Fuzzy matching
Matching based on
non-adjacent digrams
Statistical phonetic
mapping
Statistical phonetic
translation
Statistical learning
model
Anchor text mining
Web mining for OOV
terms
Mining for OOV terms
using patterns
Wikipedia-based query
translation
MRD query translation
plus Wikipedia
Statistical patterns for
OOV terms
Probabilistic
translation model
MT based translation
model
Machine translation for
queries
HMM-based query
translation model
Translation
enhancement

Authors
Notes
Transliteration
Substring spelling corrections for similar
Buckley et al. 2000
languages
Categorical matching based on character
Pirkola et al. 2002
contiguity
N-gram fuzzy matching based on
Pirkola et al. 2003
automatically generated rules
Keskustalo et al.
Matching based on bigrams composed from
2003
adjacent/non-adjacent characters
Dictionary based phonetic mapping using
Qu et al. 2003
probabilistic mapping
Virga &
Statistical matching and translation of
Khudanpur 2003
phonetic representations
Statistical learning model based on strictly
Cao et al. 2007
monotonic alignment
Coverage - external resources
Lu et al. 2002, Lu
Mining translations from hyperlinks
et al. 2004
Zhang et. al. 2004,
Mining translations from monolingual Web
Cheng et al. 2004
pages
Mining the Web for translations using
Zhou et al. 2008
automatically generated patterns
Schonhofen et al.
Translations mined from wikipedia
2008
hyperlinks, plus query disambiguation.
Translation using domain-speciﬁc
Jones et al. 2008
dictionaries and wikipedia-mined phrases
Mining the Web for OOV terms using
Shi 2010
statistically generated patterns.
MT & Corpus-based Translation
Translation probabilities calculated using a
Nie et al. 1998
parallel corpus
MT based translation model trained on a
Franz et al. 1999
parallel corpus and a comparable corpus
Using an MT system for ‘quick’
Kwok 1999
translations of queries
Federico &
Integrating translation model with
Bertoldi 2002
co-occurrence information in parallel corpus
Revising translation probabilities using
He and Wu 2008
relationships in parallel corpus

quality of the training corpus operates as a constraint on the system as a whole,
particularly noticeable when the corpus is not tightly bound to the test collection.
Finally, since the relevance model relies on PRF rather than a translation model,
the absence of ﬁnely grained translations at the point where relevance is evaluated
makes it diﬃcult to signiﬁcantly improve overall retrieval eﬀectiveness.
Transliteration is a supplemental technique that can be used when language
resources are incomplete. As such, it can be used by single or multiple selection
translation systems. In two separate studies, orthographic mapping of OOV terms
have increased the retrieval eﬀectiveness of a baseline system (i.e., MRD only) by
over 60% [AbdulJaleel and Larkey 2003; Qu et al. 2003]. However, this technique
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has an obvious weakness. It cannot be applied unless the languages involved share
a similar character set. Phonetic mappers may oﬀer a possible solution to this
weakness, but diﬀerent (and ambiguous) pronunciations of the same word in a
given language can complicate their implementation. An alternative approach to
OOV terms which mines the web for gratuitous translations shows great promise,
but is currently only viable for certain language pairings (e.g., Asian languages and
English).
The advantages of machine translation include the wide availability of high quality, inexpensive MT systems, and their demonstrated eﬀectiveness in experimental
trials - MT systems have been routinely achieving near monolingual eﬀectiveness
for several years [Ferro and Peters 2009]. They are also very popular in the CLIR
research community, which simpliﬁes the process of developing and troubleshooting
a new MT-based system. The disadvantages of machine translation tend to focus on
the issue of control - oﬀ-the-shelf MT systems typically deny researchers the opportunity to inﬂuence various operational factors signiﬁcant during the experimental
process (e.g., training resources, translation output). Furthermore, oﬀ-the-shelf
systems usually produce one translation term per source term. This means that
MT-based systems suﬀer all the negative aspects of single selection translation. Finally, even when quality language resources are available, the end product is by no
means guaranteed [Savoy and Dolamic 2009].
Corpus-based translation has a number of notable advantages. Parallel corpora
(authored in various major world languages) can be obtained from a number of
diﬀerent sources. Once obtained, they can be supplemented with other language
resources (e.g., machine readable dictionaries). Furthermore, there is also a useful
expansion eﬀect inherent in sentence-sentence alignment that can enrich the translated text. Where parallel corpora for speciﬁc language pairs is not available, use
of a comparable corpus may be indicated.
In terms of similarities between direct translation techniques, there is an obvious kinship between machine translation and the corpus-based techniques. Both
these approaches require large document collections, and both approaches utilise
statistical translation and statistical language models. However, they should not be
confused. Statistical MT was developed to perform ﬂuency-critical, term-to-term
translations of entire text passages. This means that researchers using statistical
MT systems to translate queries are eﬀectively using a ‘black box’ that maps words.
Researchers using corpus-based systems, on the other hand, have iteratively reﬁned
their translation models to address the problem of very short query strings (in
which word order and syntax are largely irrelevant).
A summary of direct translation techniques can be found in Tables I and II.
These tables contain a subset of the papers cited in the section above, ordered by
general approach and the date of publication. Each entry in this table is, in our
opinion, the seminal paper for a speciﬁc translation technique. Readers interested
in learning more about these techniques should refer to Appendix B, which outlines
the experimental settings used in each case (e.g., the translation resources, the
languages involved, the test collections, the underlying IR system).
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INDIRECT TRANSLATION

Indirect translation is a common solution when there is a shortage (or absence) of
resources supporting direct translation. Indirect translation relies upon the use of
an intermediary which is placed between the source query and the target document
collection. In the case of transitive translation, the query will be translated into an
intermediate language (or indeed languages) to enable comparison with the target
document collection. In the case of dual translation systems, both the query and
the document representations are translated into the intermediate language. The
intermediate language itself can be a concrete human language or abstract in nature
(e.g., a shared semantic space or conceptual interlingua). We will discuss each of
these approaches in turn.
6.1 Transitive Translation
As mentioned above, transitive translation relies upon the use of a pivot language
that acts as an intermediary between the source query and the target document
collection [Ruiz et al. 1999; Ballesteros and Sanderson 2003; Lehtokangas et al. 2004;
Kishida and Kando 2005; Gey 2007]. Sometimes more than one pivot language is
employed. Gollins and Sanderson used a triangulated transitive approach employing
two pivot languages to address the problems of translation ambiguity [Gollins and
Sanderson 2001]. The following is a description of their transitive process, which
assumes the use of German queries, English documents, Spanish and Dutch pivot
languages:
“If translating a German query word ‘ﬁsch’, a Spanish translation dictionary suggests two terms ‘pez, pescado’ and the Dutch gives ‘vis’.
Taking each of these in turn, translating the Spanish terms to English
gives ‘pitch, ﬁsh, tar, food, ﬁsh’, while Dutch to English gives ‘pisces the
ﬁshes, pisces, ﬁsh’. Each of the transitive translations introduced much
translation error largely due to word sense ambiguity. If we take the term that is in common from the two transitive translations, we have ‘ﬁsh’,
a good unambiguous translation of the original German word [Gollins
and Sanderson 2001].”
In later work, Mayﬁeld and McNamee [2004] demonstrated that transitive retrieval without direct translation does not suﬀer the drop-oﬀ in retrieval quality
sometimes reported for transitive retrieval with direct translation, and that triangulation combining multiple transitive runs without direct translation outperforms
direct translation-free retrieval. In another interesting study, Kraaij [2003] examined the eﬃcacy of pivot languages in the context of probabilistic retrieval. He
concluded that the crucial factor for a probabilistic CLIR engine utilising transitive translation was the lexical coverage of the complete translation chain, a chain
heavily dependent on the weakest translation resource. Given adequate translation
resources, a CLIR engine exploiting a pivot language can achieve results approaching (but not exceeding) a direct translation system (see further [Lehtokangas et al.
2008], where a transitive system scored between 85%-93% of the monolingual baseline).
The application of triangulated translation to structured queries has been somewhat controversial. In [Lehtokangas et al. 2004] the authors compared unstrucACM Journal Name, Vol. X, No. X, June 2011.
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tured/structured bilingual, transitive, and triangulated translations of various queries.
They concluded that structured queries always outperformed unstructured queries,
and that triangulation is actually harmful when query structuring is employed. In
stark contrast to this result, an earlier paper by [Ballesteros and Sanderson 2003]
reported that the combination of query structuring and an intersected triangulation
of multiple pivot languages was the most eﬀective combination in terms of retrieval.
6.2 Dual Translation
Dual translation systems attempt to solve the query-document mismatch problem
by translating the query representation and the document representations into some
‘third space’ prior to comparison. This ‘third space’ can be another human language, an abstract language or a conceptual interlingua. This general category also
includes translation techniques that induce a semantic correspondence between the
query and the documents in a cross-language dual space deﬁned by the documents.
One of the earliest published dual translation systems used a technique known as
latent semantic indexing (LSI) [Blei et al. 2003; Landauer et al. 1998]. LSI is a well
established technique for extracting concepts from a text corpus [Deerwester et al.
1990; Dumais 1993; 1995]. It is based on singular value decomposition (SVD), a
technique developed for linear algebra. A full SVD is a loss-free decomposition of
a term-document matrix A, which is decomposed into two orthogonal matrices X
and V and a diagonal matrix Σ:
A = XΣV

′

Estimating less singular values and their corresponding singular vectors leads to a
low-rank (denoted as k) approximation to the original matrix A:
′

A ≈ Xk Σk Vk

so that documents are no longer represented by terms but by latent concepts. New
queries (denoted as q) are represented in terms of these latent concepts by folding
them into the LSI model:
′
→
−
→
−
qk = Σ−1
k Uk q

Documents are folded into this semantic space in the same way as queries, enabling
cosine correlation as follows:
−
→
−
Score(q, d) = cos(→
qk , dk )
Cross-language LSI requires a text corpus consisting of comparable documents.
These documents are merged and then added to the document-term matrix. This
results in a multi-lingual feature space, to which the standard SVD algorithm can be
applied. Dumais et al. [1997] described an experiment in which this approach led
to monolingual-equivalent retrieval eﬀectiveness. Unfortunately, this experiment
used a non-standard test collection. Working with an orthodox corpus, Mori et al.
[2001] reported that the eﬀectiveness of LSI-based retrieval engines was always lower
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than systems using direct translation. Furthermore, low eﬀectiveness was usually
accompanied by high computational cost. Latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) [Blei
et al. 2003], a probabilistic technique analogous to latent semantic analysis, suﬀers
from the same problems as LSI [Cimiano et al. 2009].
As an alternative to latent semantics, a translation system can use explicit semantic analysis (ESA). ESA is simply another method for computing the semantic
relatedness between words. ESA indexes documents in relation to some pre-existing
external knowledge base (e.g., ODP20 ). This index indicates how strongly a given
word in a document is associated with a speciﬁc article in the knowledge base. In
this model, each article in the knowledge base is regarded as a concept. As with the
latent semantic model, two words or two texts can be semantically related whether
or not they share the same vocabulary.
The development of ESA has always been closely associated with the Wikipedia
corpus [Anderka et al. 2009; Cimiano et al. 2009; Potthast et al. 2008; Sorg and
Cimiano 2008]. As mentioned above, this corpus provides a rich set of bidirectional hyperlinks joining parallel articles [Sorg and Cimiano 2008]. This makes
Wikipedia an ideal testing ground for ESA. Given a document d in language e, and
assuming the availability of a linking function lanlink(e → c) mapping an article
of Wikipedia We to its corresponding article in Wikipedia Wc , that document can
−
→
be indexed with respect to another language c, by transforming the vector Φe ( d )
into a corresponding vector in the space occupied by articles of Wc :
Ψe→c : ℜ|We | → ℜ|Wc |
This linking function is calculated as follows:
Fe→c ⟨se1 , ..., se|We | ⟩ = ⟨tc1 , ..., tc|Wc | ⟩
where
∑

tcx =

sey

y∈{y∗|lan−linke→c (wy∗ )=wx }

with 1 ≤ x ≤ |We |, 1 ≤ y ≤ |Wc |. Therefore, in order to get the representation of
a document d in language e with respect to Wikipedia Wc , it is simply a case of
computing the function:
−
→
Fe→c (Φe ( d ))
The score produced by this model can subsequently be calculated as the cosine
similarity:
−
→
→
Score(q, d) = cos(Φc (−
qc ), Fe→c (Φe (de )))
As described by [Anderka and Stein 2009], ESA was inspired by the application
of the generalized vector space model (§2.4.5) to the speciﬁc problems of crosslanguage information retrieval [Sheridan and Ballerini 1996; Carbonell et al. 1997].
20 http://www.dmoz.org/
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Table III: Summary of indirect translation systems
Technique
Triangulated translation
Probabilistic, transitive
translation
Triangulation
Transitive translation
using dictionaries
Dual-space based
retrieval
Cross-language LSA
Transitive translation
through interlingua
Cross-language LSA with
multiple word spaces
Cross-language ESA
LSA and ESA

Authors
Notes
Transitive Translation
Collins & Sanderson
Transitive translations using several
2001
pivot languages
Transitive translation used in a
Kraajj 2003
probabilistic model
Triangulation without direct
Mayﬁeld and
translation combining multiple
McNamee 2004
transitive runs
Lehtokangas et al.
Transitive translation with structured
2004
query translation
Dual Translation
Sheridan & Ballerini
Dual-space based retrieval with a
1996
comparable corpus
Using an SVD-based latent semantic
Dumais et al. 1997
model in CLIR
Transitive translation through
Ruiz et al. 1999
conceptual interlingua (WordNet)
Dividing a large bilingual corpus into
Mori et al. 2001
smaller sub-corpora
Potthast et al. 2008,
ESA using corresponding Wikipedia
Sorg & Cimiano 2008
articles written in diﬀerent languages
A comparison between these two
Cimiano et al. 2009
techniques

Concrete implementations of the ESA model have recently produced results comparable with LSI-based systems [Cimiano et al. 2009; Anderka et al. 2009].
Experiments using an abstract pivot language to enable dual translation are
extremely rare [Ruiz et al. 1999; Kishida and Kando 2005]. In [Ruiz et al. 1999]
the authors constructed a conceptual interlingua using Wordnet, a lexical database
for the English language.21 This dual-translation methodology involved attaching
synonymous terms from several diﬀerent languages to sets of Wordnet cognitive
synonyms (synsets), then mapping directly between the interlingual representations
of documents and user queries authored in multiple languages. Unfortunately,
initial results were disappointing.
6.3 Summary
To summarise, the transitive approach to translation is a viable option when the
resources required for direct translation are unavailable. CLIR researchers have
achieved near monolingual retrieval eﬀectiveness using transitive methods, which
is impressive [Gollins and Sanderson 2001]. Where high quality language resources
are available, direct translation will almost always produce superior results.22 It is
interesting to note that most of the studies using transitive translation have thus
far selected resource-rich language pairs, probably to facilitate comparison with
direct translation systems. It is hoped that future work will explore the transitive
21 http://wordnet.princeton.edu/
22 A

notable exception to this rule was reported in [Lehtokangas et al. 2004], where the authors
used structured query translation to good eﬀect when resolving translation ambiguity.
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approach in relation to resource-poor languages.
When considering approaches to query translation that rely on inducing semantic
correspondence, the key challenge seems to be cost. In the LSI model, complexity
grows linearly with the number of dimensions and the number of documents. No
successful experiment using more than one million documents has ever been reported [Manning et al. 2008]. An attempt to parcel a large document collection into
sub-sets (which were subsequently indexed as sub-spaces) encountered diﬃculties
during re-integration [Mori et al. 2001]. Due to these problems, future applications
for LSI in cross-language retrieval may well be limited.
The ESA model suﬀers from the same drawbacks as its latent cousin. Computational cost is still very high, placing a practical cap on the number of dimensions
that can be used (10,000 is the standard ﬁgure [Potthast et al. 2008]). Furthermore,
overall eﬀectiveness can degrade when articles are distributed across a high number
of dimensions. Cimiano et al. [2009] described a trial in which the entire Wikipedia
collection was used to build a semantic space. One document mapped to all ten
thousand dimensions, very few of which were truly semantically related. The retrieval eﬀectiveness of systems using LSA or ESA seems to be considerably lower
than other indirect translation systems. Semantic approaches to query translation,
though attractive in theory, are still some distance from practical use.
Table III provides a condensed view of the techniques discussed in §6. As in §5, we
have selected a representative paper for each translation approach. Experimental
settings (e.g., the translation resources, document collections) have been relegated
to Appendix B.
7.

DOCUMENT TRANSLATION

Throughout §5-6 we concentrated on CLIR engines that translate queries into the
same language as the target document collection. In the following section we discuss
an alternative approach, much less popular but equally valid, which translates the
document collection into the same language as the query. To date, there has been
very little work done in this particular area. However, this does not indicate that
document translation is in some sense infeasible. In many way, it is easier to
translate a full document than a query. Firstly, the translation process is simpliﬁed
by the additional contextual information present in longer documents but absent
from queries. Secondly, while it is critically important that each term in a very short
query is correctly translated, the signiﬁcance of a single term in longer portions of
text is much lower. Unfortunately, these two advantages tend to be outweighed by
the prohibitive eﬀort required to translate an entire document collection.
According to the literature that is available, the most eﬃcient approach to document translation usually involves processing the test collection with some sort of
fully automatic machine translation system [Oard and Hackett 1997; Oard 1998; McCarley 1999](see also [Oard and Ertunc 2002]). Early experiments with MT-based
document translation suggested it could (for certain fuzzily-deﬁned applications)
be just as eﬀective as query translation [Oard and Hackett 1997; Oard 1998]. This
result was subsequently conﬁrmed by [Franz et al. 1999], who compared document and query translation using a commercial MT system and found no signiﬁcant
diﬀerences between the two. Interestingly, [McCarley 1999] downplayed the signiﬁACM Journal Name, Vol. X, No. X, June 2011.
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cance of the discussion altogether, stating that the critical factor for CLIR engines
was not the choice between query and document translation, but the relationship
between the language pairs themselves.
It is important to realise that document translation can utilise all of the direct
and indirect translation techniques discussed above, with little or no modiﬁcation.
To illustrate this statement, let us consider the application of just one of those
techniques. In §5.1.1 we discussed the embedded query translation model reported
in [Kraaij et al. 2003]. In the same paper, Kraaij et al. proposed an extension to
this model designed to reduce translation noise which folded document translations
into the calculations as follows:
P (si |Mdc ) =

∑

P (si |tj )PM L (tj |Mdc )

tj ∈Vc

where Mdc is the language model for the document and si is a term in the target
language. In this extension, the ranking of documents was calculated using the
following formula:
P (qe |dc ) =

∑ ∑

P (si |Mqe ) log P (si |tj )PM L (tj |Mdc )

si ∈Ve tj ∈Vc

Using this document translation model, Kraaij et al. achieved around 90% of
monolingual IR eﬀectiveness (English-French), out-performing a MT system. Hopefully, this quick example demonstrates the ease with which techniques developed
for query translation can be re-purposed by document translation systems.
8.

CONCLUSION

In this survey we have outlined the various types of techniques that can be used
when translating queries and/or documents in the context of cross-language information retrieval. The systems we have described stand at the intersection of several
complementary research ﬁelds including information retrieval, computational linguistics, information theory and natural language processing. The research ﬁeld
that they belong to is innovative, productive and, most of all, necessary. There
is a global need for information access which transcends the dictates of language.
Cross-language information retrieval systems oﬀer a reasonable, technically feasible
mechanism through which access can be provided.
Looking to the future, we anticipate a steady increase in the quality and quantity
of translation resources available to researchers. Another broad theme may be
the emergence of a more uniﬁed model that merges the translation and retrieval
functions of a CLIR system.
APPENDIX
A.

STATISTICAL MACHINE TRANSLATION

Statistical MT generates translations using statistical models whose parameters are
derived from the analysis of bilingual text corpora. Inspired by Shannon’s noisy
channel coding theorem [Shannon and Weaver 1963], Brown et al. published the
seminal paper on this topic in [Brown et al. 1993]. In that paper, the authors
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calculate translation probabilities in the following way - given a sentence Se in one
language, the system’s task is to ﬁnd a translation Sc in a target language such
that the probability P (Sc |Se ) is maximised. This probability can be estimated by
multiplying the a priori probability P (Sc ) and a conditional probability P (Se |Sc )
using the Bayes rule, so that:

Sc = arg max P (Sc |Se ) = arg max
Sc

Sc

P (Se |Sc )p(Se )
= arg max P (Se |Sc )P (Sc )
Sc
P (Sc )

Therefore, translation involves two discrete steps. The ﬁrst step involves estimating the probability P (Sc ), which speciﬁes the likelihood that Sc is generated. This
is usually estimated using n-gram analysis [Brown et al. 1993]. The second step
estimates P (Se |Sc ), which encodes the probability that Sc is the the translation of
Se . CLIR researchers often select IBM’s model 1 for this second step [Brown et al.
1993; Och and Ney 2003]. Model 1 is a fairly simple word-based translation model
that ignores more sophisticated variables like word position, distortion and fertility.
Readers interested in learning more about statistical MT are directed to [Brown
et al. 1993; Lopez 2008; Goutte et al. 2009] for further details.

APPENDIX
B. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
In §5-6 we identiﬁed a number of landmark publications which could be considered
representative of speciﬁc translation techniques. We presented these inﬂuential
publications in Tables I-III. Tables IV-VI provide supplemental information which
may be useful to readers interested in experimental design. When reading these
tables, please note that we have used the appropriate ISO language codes throughout.23 In the vast majority of cases, the test collections used were contributed by
one of the following evaluation bodies:

23 Recommendation

ISO 639-1:2002 - Codes for the representation of names of languages – Part
1: Alpha-2 code, http://www.loc.gov/standards/iso639-2/iso639jac.html
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TREC
NTCIR
CLEF
Kompas
TDT
SDA
Multext
JRCAcuis

Description
Text REtrieval
Conference
NII Test Collection
for IR Systems
cross-language
Evaluation Forum
kompas Indonesia
corpus
Topic Detection
and Tracking
Swiss News Agency
Multilingual Text
Tools and Corpora
EU Joint Research
Center-Acquis
Multilingual
Parallel Corpus
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Resource Link
http://trec.nist.gov/
http://research.nii.ac.jp/ntcir/index-en.html
http://www.clef-campaign.org/
http://www.kompas.com/
http://projects.ldc.upenn.edu/TDT/
http://www.sda.ch/
http://aune.lpl.univaix.fr/projects/MULTEXT/
http://langtech.jrc.it/JRC-Acquis.html

Most of the information retrieval systems used in these papers are open source
or freeware, as follows:

Name
INQUERY
SMART
Namazu
Okapi
Lemur
Indri
PIRCS
PRISE
BNN
HAIRCUT
Zettair
Hungarian
Academy of
Science
SPIDER

Resource Link
[Callan et al. 1992]
[Salton 1971]
http://www.namazu.org/
http://www.soi.city.ac.uk/ andym/OKAPI-PACK/
http://www.lemurproject.org/
http://www.lemurproject.org/indri/
http://ir.cs.qc.edu/pircs.html
[Oard 1999]
[Miller et al. 1999]
[McNamee et al. 2002]
http://www.seg.rmit.edu.au/zettair/
[Benczur et al. 2003]
[Schäuble 1993]

Finally, here is an overview of the translation resources used in the papers we
have selected. Most are still publicly available.
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Name
Collins
An English-Indonesian
Dictionary
EDR dictionary
EDICT dictionary
Linguistic Data
Consortium (LDC)
DING dictionary
Hansard
United Nations
EUROPARL
CEDICT dictionary
Transperfect MT system
Babelﬁsh MT system
EuroWordNet
CELEX database
Kielikone dictioanry
An English-Spanish
Lexicon
HKNews
SYSTRAN MT system
CETA dictionary

Resource Link
http://www.collinslanguage.com/
http://www.amazon.com/Indonesian-EnglishDictionary-John-M-Echols/dp/0801421276
http://www2.nict.go.jp/r/r312/EDR/index.html
http://www.csse.monash.edu.au/ jwb/edict.html
http://www.ldc.upenn.edu/
http://www-user.tu-chemnitz.de/ fri/ding/
http://www.publications.parliament.uk/
pa/cm/cmhansrd.htm
http://www.un.org
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/
http://www.mdbg.net/chindict/chindict.php
?page=cedict
http://www.otek.com.tw
http://babelﬁsh.yahoo.com/
http://www.illc.uva.nl/EuroWordNet/
http://www.kun.nl/celex/
http://www.kielikone.ﬁ/en/
http://www.activa.arrakis.es
http://library.ust.hk/res/beyond/News/
Hong Kong SAR/
http://www.systransoft.com
MRM Corporation, Kensingston,MD

When the resource is marked “N/A”, the authors did not explicitly name the
resources used.
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Table V: Direct translation systems - experimental settings
Corpus

IR System

Translation
Resources

Authors

Lang.

Buckley et al.
2000

de, fr,
zh, en

TREC 6

SMART

Various resources

Qu et al. 2003

ja, en

CLEF 2001,
2002

N/A

EDICT MRD

zh, en

TDT 2

HAIRCUT

LDC MRD

Transliteration

Virga &
Khudanpur 2003
Cao et al. 2007
(b)

zh, en

Lu et al. 2004
Cheng et al.
2004
Zhang & Vine
2004
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9
Coverage - external resources
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N/A

LDC MRD
LDC MRD, Web

zh, en
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N/A

LDC MRD, Web

zh, en

NTCIR 4

Zettair

LDC & CEDICT
MRD, Web

Zhou et al. 2008

zh, en

NTCIR 3, 4,
5&6
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LDC MRD, Web

Schonhofen et
al. 2008
Shi 2010

de, hu,
en
zh, en

Nie et al. 1998
Franz et al.
1999
Kwok 1999
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Bertoldi 2002
He and Wu 2008

In-house
search engine
TREC 5, 6
Lemur
MT & Corpus-based Translation
fr, en
TREC 6
N/A
de, fr,
TREC 7
N/A
it, en

zh, en
it, en
zh, en

CLEF 2007

TREC
CLEF 2000
& 2001
TDT 4, 5

PIRCS

Wiktionary
LDC MRD, Web
Hansard corpora
SDA corpora, Babelﬁsh
MT system
TREC, Transperfect
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N/A

Collins MRD

Indri

In-house MRD
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Table VI: Indirect translation systems - experimental settings
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Lang.
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nl, en
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nl, en
de, ﬁ, fr,
it, nl
de, es, ﬁ,
en
fr, en
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Mayﬁeld and
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Lehtokangas et al.
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Ruiz et al. 1999
Sheridan &
Ballerini 1996
Dumais et al. 1997
Mori et al. 2001
Potthast et al.
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Sorg & Cimiano
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Cimiano et al.
2009

IR
System
Transitive Translation
Corpus

TREC 8

N/A

CLEF 2001

N/A

CLEF 2003

HAIRCUT

CLEF
INQUERY
2000, 2001
TREC 8
N/A
Dual Translation

Translation Resources
EuroWordNet, CELEX
database
Parallel corpus mined from
the Web
N/A
Kielikone MRD
WordNet

fr, it, en

SDA

SPIDER

SDA Corpora

fr, en
ja, en

N/A
NTCIR 2

N/A
N/A

Hansard
NTCIR 1 corpus

de, en
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